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ABSTRACT 

Atmospheric nitrogen is unavailable to plants and animals until it has been fixed by microorganisms like the facultative 
diazotroph Nostoc punctiforme. A better understanding of how genes related to the nitrogen metabolism of N. 
punctiforme are regulated is imperative to gaining a more complete understanding of the global nitrogen cycle. 
Prokaryotes, like eukaryotes, can regulate genetic transcription via DNA methylation. DNA methylation is an 
epigenetic regulatory process during which a methyl group is added to the DNA to promote or inhibit transcription of 
particular genes. Although its importance in prokaryotic gene regulation has been recognized, the mechanism, 
conditions and biological role of this process are still not understood in great detail. To investigate the potential role 
of DNA methylation for regulating nitrogen metabolism in N. punctiforme, we generated genome methylation profiles 
for the organism under contrasting nitrate availability. Here, we report the restriction modification system of Nostoc 
punctiforme ATCC 29133, along with its methylated genome sequence, under contrasting nitrate availability. The 
generated methylation profiles revealed increased methylation for enzymes associated with assimilatory nitrate 
reduction, suggesting that Nostoc punctiforme employs DNA methylation to regulate its nitrogen metabolism. To our 
knowledge, this is the first time these systems and mechanisms are reported at the genome scale for N. punctiforme. 

Introduction 

Nostoc punctiforme is a filamentous cyanobacterium that plays a key role in the global nitrogen cycle by fixing 
atmospheric nitrogen, in the process making nitrogen available for use by plants and animals otherwise unable to 
access this nitrogen. Despite the global importance of N. punctiforme as a nitrogen fixer, little is known about the 
regulation of its genes involved in nitrate assimilation. There are multiple known mechanisms, including DNA 
methylation, for the regulation of genes in both eukaryotes and prokaryotes. DNA methylation in eukaryotic cells was 
described for the first time in the 1940s (1), while methylation for gene expression regulation in bacteria was not 
described until the 1980s and it remains less well understood (2,3). Epigenetic gene regulation, like DNA methylation 
and restriction modification systems, allow prokaryotes to respond to environmental factors to adjust genetic 
transcripts, and ultimately, key proteins (3,4). N. punctiforme utilizes an array of proteins in the process of nitrogen 
fixation, like nitrate and nitrite reductases and nitrate-nitrite transporters, all of which have the potential to undergo 
epigenetic regulation. Regulation of the genes encoding key proteins in N. punctiforme would allow for efficient 
control of the nitrogen fixation process, though little is known about the methylation patterns of this organism. To 
better understand the role of environmental nitrate in regulating the genome of N. punctiforme, the cyanobacteria was 
grown in the presence and absence of nitrate, followed up by a genome-wide analysis of methylation events. The 
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nitrogen fixation methylation analysis was performed using genome and methylation data generated via PacBio SMRT 
sequencing. Results of this analysis indicated that methylation events were dependent on nitrate availability.   
 

Methods 
 
Nostoc punctiforme ATCC 29133 (PCC 73102) was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) 
and grown at 26°C in a corning vent cap tissue flask using BG-11 (ATCC 616 medium) with and without NaNO3 
(5,6). Cultures (in the presence and absence of NaNO3) were inoculated and grown in duplicates under a light/dark 
(16h/8h) cycle. After 240 hrs., 10 mL of each culture were harvested during the light cycle. Cell pellets were 
resuspended in 1 mL fresh media for DNA extraction. DNA was extracted using the FastDNA™ SPIN Kit for Soil 
(MP Biomedicals, Burlingame, CA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. DNA concentration was determined 
using a Qubit 2.0 fluorometer (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

DNA from N. punctiforme grown in the presence and absence of NaNO3 was sequenced at the Department 
of Energy’s Joint Genome Institute using the Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) sequencing technology (7). A SMRTbellTM 

library was constructed and sequenced on the PacBio RS platform as described previously (8). Putative restriction 
systems in N. punctiforme’s genome were identified using REBASE (9). DNA Modification detection and motif 
analysis were performed using PacBio SMRT analysis platform [protocol version=2.2.0 method=RS Modification 
and Motif Analysis] (10). Briefly, raw reads were filtered using SFilter, and filtered reads were aligned to the N. 
punctiforme reference genome (8) using BLASR-v1 (11). Modified sites were then identified through kinetic analysis 
of the aligned DNA sequence data (12), and subsequently grouped into motifs using MotifFinder-v1. These motifs 
represent the recognition sequences of methyltransferase genes active in the genome (13). 

Methylation events were filtered by removing events with an event score lower than 30 (corresponding to a 
p-value of 0.001). Gene frame locations were identified in the BioCyc genome browser of N. punctiforme ATCC 
29133. An additional 100 bp were added to each side of the gene frames to catch any potential promoter related 
modifications. Gene specific methylation events were then located by filtering modification locations of the motif.gff 
files, generated by the SMRT pipeline, to the identified gene frame. The resulting data were then searched for motifs 
identified to be differentially represented between conditions. Methylation events were counted only if they occurred 
in both of the replicates within a treatment group. 
 

Results 
 
Methylation analysis revealed that genes coding for key enzymes of assimilatory nitrate reduction had a higher 
methylation status when nitrate was present (Figure 1); suggesting that Nostoc punctiforme might employ DNA 
methylation to regulate its nitrogen metabolism.  Genes displaying methylation differences between the nitrate 
treatments (Figure 1) are all involved in key steps of nitrate metabolism: ntcA encodes a promoter of the nirA operon, 
which produces a nitrite reductase (nirA) and a nitrate reductase (narB) (14).  nrtD, an additional gene of the nirA 
operon, encodes an ATP-binding cassette transporter for nitrate and nitrite (10, 15), and also displayed differentiated 
methylation patterns in the presence and absence of nitrate.  nrtP, which is not part of the nirA operon, encodes a 
nitrate-nitrite transporter similar to nrtD  (16). With this similarity in mind, it is not surprising that nrtP follows a 
comparable methylation pattern to nrtD, despite nrtP having a preference of nitrate over nitrite (16).   
 

Conclusion 
 
Since all genes belonging to the nirA operon (i.e., nirA, nrtABCD), as well as nrtP, are integral to nitrogen fixation, it 
is unsurprising that differentiated methylation of these genes seems to be employed by N. punctiforme to fine tune 
expression and ultimately to control nitrogen metabolism based on nitrate availability. Results from this work provide 
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a first, but still incomplete, glimpse into the regulatory mechanisms employed by N. punctiforme and further indicate 
how other nitrogen fixing microbes may respond to nutritional conditions.   Microbes, such as N. punctiforme, play 
an integral part in globe nutrient cycles, making it imperative that we gain a better understanding of how these 
microbes regulate their own transcription for efficient contribution at a population level to these cycles.  There is still 
much to understand about how prokaryotes regulate their metabolic and basic cellular functions via response to 
environmental factors, like nutrient availability.  The methylation data presented in this work only explores one aspect 
of the methylome and thus still has much to provide in the way of new insights.  The data is currently publicly available 
through Joint Genome Institute’s Integrated Microbial Genomes and Microbiomes system, and should be further 
explored by the scientific community in order to provide all with a better understanding of how prokaryotes utilize 
DNA methylation to respond to environmental factors.  We anticipate the data generated during this project and other 
data that are publicly available for download, along with further analysis through the Joint Genome Institute’s 
Integrated Microbial Genomes and Microbiomes system, will provide a rich source for the scientific community to 
obtain additional insights into these mechanisms.    
 
 

 
Figure 1. Effect of nitrate availability on methylation status of key genes of assimilatory nitrate reduction in Nostoc 
punctiforme ATCC 21933. Figure shows methylation status of genes encoding a nitrite reductase (nirA), 
nitrate/nitrite permease (nrtP), nitrate reductase (narB), a regulatory protein (ntcA), as well as nrtD, which is part of 
the nrtABCD nitrate transporter operon (17). nirA, narB and nrtD are part of the nirA operon (15). 
 

Data Availability 
 
The sequenced and annotated genome are publicly available through the Joint Genome Institute’s Integrated 
Microbial Genomes and Microbiomes (IMG/M; https://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/ mer/main.cgi) system (18) samples 
warehouse under the IMG Submission Identifier (ID) 62757. Methylation data can be found at 
https://genome.jgi.doe.gov/portal/pages/dynamicOrganismDownload.jsf?organism=TheNosnifixation. 
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